Causal models in primary open angle glaucoma.
To apply three of the most common epidemiologic causal models for glaucoma and explain the issues pertaining to the use of them. Three causal models will be explained: (1) counterfactual model, (2) graphical model, and (3) sufficient-component causal model. Using literature search and experts' opinions these models will be applied in glaucoma. Introducing the counterfactual model, as one of the most important quantitative causal models and formalizes the concepts of cause and effect, this article emphasizes the limitations with the use of this model for glaucoma. Explaining causal diagram, as a useful qualitative tool that provides a lucid depiction of the assumptions concerning a causal pathway, this article provides a working causal diagram for glaucoma based on the evidence in the literature and experts' comments. In addition, the limitations in developing appropriate causal diagrams for glaucoma are discussed. Finally, the sufficient-component causal models and their importance in portraying the mechanics of causal interactions will be discussed. Paucity of evidence is the main issue with the use of causal models for glaucoma. This article calls for convergent review of different theories and different pieces of evidence that can enable us to apply different causal models for glaucoma.